Corbridge Chronicle
BRINGING YOU CLOSER TO CMS

Following the retirement of Mrs
Solomon last summer, a position
became available within the
senior
leadership
team
at
Corbridge Middle School. Mrs
Ricketts temporarily took over as
Assistant
Head
Teacher.
However, the role was formally
advertised in March this year.
There were plenty of applicants
to choose from but in the end
only six were interviewed. After
an exciting (but exhausting day)
Mrs Ricketts was appointed as
our new Assistant Head Teacher Congratulations Mrs Ricketts!
Before joining Corbridge Middle
School Mrs Ricketts previously
worked in a school in Glasgow
and
at
Benfield
Issue
Secondary School in
Newcastle. She has
enjoyed working with
07/2015 us and was delighted

6

when
she
was
temporarily
selected for Assistant Head but
now she is over the moon to
know that the position is hers. “I
was very excited when I heard
the news, I have enjoyed it so far
this year but it’s even better to
know it’s all mine now!”

We have some very talented people
in our school and we are proud of
each and every individual. Some of
these include:

”I watched Tiger Woods a lot when I
was younger and wanted to play golf
and from my first swing I knew I had
potential.”

Year 5

Josh D

Junior D - England Golfer

Year 6

“My sister got me into drama because
she thought I’d be good at it. Then
once I joined, my drama class
recommended dance class to me.”

Katie C - Northumberland Cricket

Thai C

Nicole M - Northumberland Schools
Table Tennis

“A few months ago I had trials with
Down Hill Only (DHO) in Bormio, Italy
when I competed in the British
Championship. The main thing that got
me into skiing was the speed I could go
at in down hill.”

Darcy F- Regional Swimmer

Year 7
Hannah B - International gymnast
Jessica W-Dance Academy
Year 8
Emily S - Netball Satellite squad
Olivia N - Northumberland Schools
Table Tennis
WELL DONE TO ALL OF THESE PEOPLE
WE ARE ALL PROUD OF YOU!!!!
What inspired you to take up your
chosen sport?

Junior
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As part of our school council Hannah,
Ellie, Josh and I went to Newminister
Middle School. All four of us joined in
with their first and second lesson. We
then had an enjoyable lunch with our
new friends from Newminster. We sat
at the “Top Table” which is a reward
for being really helpful students or for
being friendly with others. They
showed us around their school
thoroughly. Their school is very big,
colourful and welcoming!
Since Mrs Kennedy and Mrs Clarke
used to work there (Mrs Kennedy was
the Head Teacher) I interviewed them
both and here is what they said.
Mrs Kennedy:
Q: What did you like the most about
Newminster?
I liked the fact I knew the students and
their families as I was there for a long
time and now I’m getting to know the
students here.
Q: How does our school differ from
Newminster?
This school has a feel of coming
together as a team. Whether you’re
teacher or student, you all want to
make the school a better place.
Q: What subject did you teach?

Q: How long did you work there for?
I worked there for 6 years and in that
time I got to bond with the children.
Here are a few words
Newminster from Mrs Clarke:

about

Q: Why did you decide to come to
Corbridge Middle School?
Before Corbridge I was in a primary
school for two years and I really
missed it and Corbridge Middle School
seemed like a good school.
Q: What did you like most about
Newminster?
It had a nice community feel about it.
They had a quad where you could sit
outside and have your lunch.
Q: What subject did you teach there?
I taught everything I was a Year 5
teacher, therefore I taught most
things. I was also a KS3 Maths teacher.
Q: Did you like the way the school
was set out?
I really liked how it went round and
round!
Q: What do you like most about here?
It has a really nice atmosphere.
By Alana C

At Newminster I taught maths, always
maths. It’s the best part of my day
when I teach maths, I love maths.
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Esme and Iona did an experiment with
pupils from Corbridge Middle School
to see which taste better—shop
bought cakes or home baking.
They tested shop bought chocolate
chip cupcakes vs home baked
chocolate chip and vanilla cupcakes
with dark chocolate ganache. There
were four members from 7C on the
judging panel. After a very funny blind
taste test (where a member of the
panel face planted in a cupcake) home

baking won by three votes. Here are
some quotes from the judges:
Kieran—”I preferred the home baked
cupcakes because they were lighter”
Meg—”Home baking because they
were much more chocolatey”
Nataniel—”Home baking has much
more flavour”
Charlie—”Bought because I hate dark
chocolate”

Home Baked

Due to the great feedback we have listed our
secret recipe for our home baking
Ingredients
Chocolate chip cupcakes:
300g self raising flour
1 teaspoon of baking powder
50g of butter
80g of caster sugar

Shop Bought

150g of chocolate chips
2 eggs
225ml of milk
1 teaspoon of vanilla extract
Ganache :
225g of chocolate
125ml of double cream
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Method
Chocolate chip cupcakes:
1. Pre-heat the oven to 200C
2. Line 12 cases in tray

As part of our lunch time clubs

3. Mix flour, baking powder then add butter

programme, Mrs Ricketts arranged for

4. Mix until it looks like bread crumbs

a chef to come in and hold cooking

5. Stir in sugar and chocolate chips

sessions. The club is held from 12:05

6. In a different bowl add eggs, milk and
vanilla extract

until 1:35 once or twice every term on

7. Pour both mixtures into one bowl
8. Lightly mix
9. Spoon the mixture into the cases
10. Bake for 15-20 minutes
11. Cool for 10 minutes
Ganache:
1. Melt chocolate carefully (don’t burn)
2. Add double cream
3. Mix both together

a Monday. As Mrs Ricketts had so
many applicants, she asked everyone
who wanted to take part, to write a
letter saying why they should be
chosen. After receiving 30 letters, Mrs
Ricketts choose 10 applicants to take
part. As part of this club Andy Snell
(the chef) comes in and makes a dish
with the club participants. The dishes
they have made so far are; meat
pizzas, curry, and stir fry. Everybody
seems to be enjoying it especially
sitting down and eating together at
the end of the session. Esme in Year 7
said, “I particularly enjoy working with
other people from different year
groups who enjoy cooking like me.”
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Did you know Year 7 have been sending
letters to their French pen pals? Through the
course of the Year 28 year 7 pupils have been
sending their letters to a school 10km west of
Paris. The school, Ecole Elémentaire, is for
pupils between the ages of 5-12 years old
with a total of 380 students. The 28 pupils
enjoy reading their letters and exploring the
differences between life in England and life in
France. On the 4th of July the older pupils
from Ecole Elémentaire will go to their new
school. We hope that they will continue to
correspond and that long term friendships will
be established.

Mrs Clarke recently did a Maths
Challenge with a group of KS3 pupils. It
took place on Thursday 30th April in
school. The Maths Challenge is run by
a group of mathematicians across the
country. The people who run it are
UKMT- United Kingdom Mathematics
Trust. It takes place once a year and
the results will come out at the end of
May. Fingers crossed!

Maths Challenge results:
Gold 4
Silver 8
Bronze 15
1 Merit in 2nd round

The Spooks—The Last Apprentice by
Joseph Delaney

In this series of books written by
Joseph Delaney it starts off with a boy
called Thomas Ward. He is a seventh
son of a seventh son and therefore
has special powers, like being able to
sense when evil creatures of the dark
are near. Little does he know that his
mother was a lamia witch and that he
has also inherited powers from her
such as being able to slow down time.
However, his life is about to change
when he is given the duty to defend
the county from the dark. During his
wild adventure he encounters many
things he would never even think of,
falls in love and surrenders his soul to
the evil devil himself. Will he be able
to get the dagger from the devil’s lair
in time to defeat him forever? Read
the series to find out
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Join the teacher with their pets.

 Mrs Walker Thomas

 Cockerspaniel called Alfie

 Mr Mills

 Bearded Lizard called Max

 Mrs Kennedy

 Cat called Shula

 Dr Batchelder

 Cat called Marlie

 Miss Bryson

 Cat called Chango Mutney, Black
Lab called Martha, 6 chickens
called Bertie, Beer Butt, Runty,
no2, no3 and Ptarmigan
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Our schools production this year is
Oliver. This will take place on the 1st,
2nd and 3rd of July. The production is
being put together by Mrs Hamilton,
Mrs Fisher and Mrs Watson.
The story is about an orphan boy who
runs away to London and becomes a
member of Fagan’s pick pocket gang.
His adventures are full of trouble and
strife. Come and see Oliver, you don’t
want to miss it!
The cast list
Oliver-Josh D
Widow Corny-Lara R
Mr Bumble-Erin H
Mr Sowberry-Tom G
Mrs Sowberry-Mhairi L
Noah Clay Pole-Jess W
Charlotte Sowberry-Caitlin M
Dodger-Finn GJ
Fagan-Harry W
Bill Sykes-Daniel B
Nancy-Kate R

It was planned out, Mrs Fisher and I
planned the rehearsals, it’s good to
get people on stage.
Q: If you were part of the cast who
would you be and why?
I would love to be Nancy because she
has a good friendship with Fagan and
the boys and she is loyal to Bill Sykes.
She is like a mother character.
Q: If you could put any other
production on what would it be?
Wicked.

I interviewed Mrs Hamilton to find out
what it’s like working on Oliver.
Q: Did you plan out who was going to
have each part?
I did not have it planned out at all, I
just picked them, and over 100 people
auditioned!
Q: Did you have rehearsals planned
out?

I also interviewed some of the cast
members. Here is what they said.
By Jess W
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Question

Josh (Oliver)

Finn (Dodger)

Kate (Nancy)

Why did you audition
for Oliver?

Because it’s a great
opportunity to show
off my acting skills. I
used to go to drama
school.

I enjoy drama and like I love acting and singthe character Dodger. ing and I really enjoyed
working in Grease last
year.

If you could be any
other character who
would you be?

Dodger because I can
relate to the way he
acts. He is cheeky and
so am I.

Fagan because his
songs are really good
and I like the way he
acts.

I wouldn’t be any other character because I
love the part that I
have.

Stop Press News...
The Oliver Production has gone
extremely well, each night was as
good as the last. Everyone really
enjoyed it and the audience was
impressed at how much talent we
have in our school, even from our
Year 5s. The cast and the chorus have
worked so hard for a very long time
but it has definitely paid off. Also, we
mustn’t forget about what happens
back stage; all of the stage hands have
worked really hard to make sure that
everything was in the right place at

the right time. Without every single
one of the people involved it wouldn’t
have worked as well as it did. Our
production
was
a
five
star
performance! Well done to everyone
who took part in this fabulous show.
However, a special ‘thank you’ to Mrs
Hamilton, Mrs Watson, Mrs Solomon
and Mrs Fisher who have organised
the whole show from props to music.
It was one of the best our school has
ever done!
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Bikeability is a national scheme run to
improve people’s biking skills, but also to have
fun while doing it.
There are bikeability levels and each level is
designed to help and improve your cycling
skills. Levels 1, 2 and 3 take children from the
basics to safe cycling on busy roads. Bike
ability includes bringing in your own bike
making sure it has 2 working brakes and
sturdy tyres so it is safe to go on the road.
It is vital that children learn about the dangers
of the road. Also it might help later on in life
when it comes to doing the theory test before
you get behind the wheel.
The bikeability programme was offered free
to pupils in Year 5.
It took place in the first 2 weeks of June, 30
pupils per week (60 pupil’s altogether).
Level 1 is about control
and how to master the
bike.
Level 2 is training on
how to be sensible on
the road
Level 3 involves cycling
safely in traffic.
If you are interested in bikeability:
Tel: 0161 274 2129
www.britishcycling.org.uk/cyclingtraining
cyclingtraining@britishcycling.org.uk

A careers fair was held on the 10th of June
2015 at our very own Corbridge Middle
School. Many different people from a range
of career backgrounds came in and told us
about their jobs – 23 in total. Pupils from
Years 7 and 8 chose 8 people to visit during
the course of the afternoon. The
professionals had the opportunity to talk to
KS3 about their jobs and the qualifications
needed to do that job.
There were all sorts of jobs represented such
as: childcare, design, personal beauty, setting
up your own business and many more. The
pupils spent a few minutes at each table
where they learnt about each job and were
able to ask questions about what
qualifications and different talents were
needed for that job. They were also able to
ask questions about the professional’s
individual route into their job. They even got
freebies such as sweets, pens and pencils.
This careers fair was a good opportunity for
KS3 pupils to get an idea of what job they
might want to do when they are older. It also
gave them a chance to learn about the
different jobs- about what you might do and
who you might work with. It was an amazing
experience for Year 7 and 8. We hope to
possibly have one every 2 years!
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Sarah Thew—Photographer
Sarah Thew is a successful photographer who
is based in Blackhill, Consett. She captures a
wide range of events, such as birthdays,
weddings and family photos. We asked her a
few questions to see if she had any tips that
she could share:
Q: So Sarah, what is it like to be a
photographer?
A: I adore being a photographer. I get to
photograph all the happy moments a family
get to experience. For example, weddings,
new babies, etc... It can be very tiring; I work
in the studio every day and edit all the shoots
from that day once home. My busy periods
are school holidays so I do miss out on a lot of
special times with my family.
Q: What qualifications do you need?
A: I did art at A Level, then I went to college
and did an art foundation course. I then did
evening classes in photography and
Photoshop. I still go on courses now as
technology is always changing; I have recently
just become qualified in photographing
newborn babies- safety first, when it comes
to dealing with newborns as they are so
small!
Q: Do you have any tips on photography?

A: Practice... practice... practice... whether it
be taking photos of friends, the dog, or
flowers in the garden... I used to do this from
the age of seven and still do it now.
Experiment with lots of different settings and
light - you might be surprised with what you
achieve.
Q: When did your passion for photography
start?
A: My uncle bought me my first camera at the
age of six/seven and I took it everywhere. I set
up my own business fourteen years ago and
still love my job.
Q: How hard was it to set up your own
business?
A: When I first set up my business I operated
from home. It was cheaper and there were
no overheads. After seven years, I opened my
first studio in Shotley Bridge; we were there
for five years. Then in March 2015 I moved
studio to a huge new one just up the road,
ideal for our shoots and parties. It’s been such
a great experience!
Q: What did you have to do to make Sarah
Thew Photography Studio happen?
A: Lots of work, late nights, lots of practising,
save plenty of money and have a passion for
the job!
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Recently there has been a growing interest in
Corbridge Middle School’s garden. The
garden has been getting attention from a
variety of groups in school, in particular, Dr
Batchelder with her EP classes. Another group
that has taken an interest in the garden is a
group of Year 5’s who are part of “Roots and
Shoots” initiative. This involves gardeners
from Alnwick Gardens who come to work
with the pupils and check progress. We
interviewed Dr Batchelder.
Q: What has been the biggest change that
has happened to the garden?
The pond has been redone and the allotment
with the fence surrounding it to protect it
from rabbits.
Q: What do you want to improve further in
the garden?
I want to increase the productivity and tidy
the garden a bit, but not too much or the
animals will not like it.
Q: What has been planted and what else is
to be planted?
Strawberries, runner beans, peas, sunflower,
broad beans and more.
Q: Why do you enjoy gardening so much?
Because there is fresh air and everyone’s in a
good mood.
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1. Who is involved?
Mrs Parkinson, Mrs Ricketts, Miss
Brison and 12 Year 5 pupils.
2.What do you do?
The pupils learn about growing plants,
where food comes from and growing
fruit and vegetables in the vegetable
patch.

them when they have finished
growing. I like the people at Alnwick
gardens because they are kind and
help you out with things.” - Jo R
“I like planting the flowers because
every time we go they get bigger and
bigger. I like the helpers at Alnwick
Gardens.” - Ryan M

3. Does it involve visits out of school?
The pupils and teachers go to Alnwick
Gardens and help grow their fruit and
vegetables. Also they come to
Corbridge Middle School to help us
plant our fruit and vegetables.
4. What future plans do you have?
To keep growing the fruit and
vegetables and afterwards for all the
children get to taste everything they
have grown.
5. How many times do you meet?
Staff from Alnwick Gardens come to
Corbridge Middle School every couple
of weeks and we go to Alnwick
Gardens every month.
“Roots and Shoots has been a
fantastic opportunity for some of our
Year 5 children to learn about growing
fruit and vegetables and caring for our
plot at Alnwick Garden and our plot at
school” - Mrs Parkinson.
“I like planting the potatoes because I
like to grow my own things and eat
Page 13

Here are three facts about six different
teachers. Try to match them up with
the teacher, and then see how many
you get right!
Teacher 1

When I was younger I wanted to be a
vicar
I worked as a park ranger in a nature
reserve
Teacher 5

My favourite food is salt and vinegar
crisps

I have Italian parents
I lived in Italy for 2 years

I have seen the Loch Ness Monster

I have 2 children

I eloped to get married

Teacher 6

Teacher 2

I am one of 5 daughters

I play the saxophone in a band

I have met princess Diane

I am a very good juggler
I worked for a year at a water park
campsite

I have a licence to drive vans

Teacher 3
I have climbed up 6000m (25,000 ft)
on Rakaposhi, the 27th highest mountain in the world

Teacher 4:SLLIM RM
Teacher 3:REDLEHCTAB RD

Teacher 4

Teacher 5:NAMLE SRM

I used to have a tiger dyed onto the
back of my head

Teacher 6:DLANODCM SRM

I rowed in a single skull at national
level

Teacher 2:YDNNEK SRM
Teacher 1:STTEKCIR SRM

I have walked the whole length of Hadrian’s Wall

ANSWERS! READ BACKWARDS
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It was a Friday night and the last day of
school. All of my friends were going to the
disco. I turned up at half past eight and
everyone was having a great time. But I had
arrived in my school uniform. I knew I had
spare clothes in my locker so I went to get
them with my friend Holly. When I was
getting changed the lights started to flicker,
then darkness. Nothing but darkness. The
music stopped and I panicked. “Holly! Holly!”
I screamed, but she wasn’t there, nobody
was there. I heard laughing coming from the
science lab, but not the kind of laughing you
would hear if you told someone a joke, it was
completely different. I slowly walked towards
the lab, trying to make as little noise as I could.
The door creaked, the laughing stopped and
a deathly silence followed. I took three paces
into the lab and then I saw her. It was Holly!
Or at least I thought it was. “Holly” I said.
There was no response. I slowly walked
towards her. She was staring at the floor. I
pushed her to see if she would respond, she
did. Her head slowly tilted up, her face was
bruised and cut. She started walking towards
me. I panicked and fell on the floor; she stood
at my feet and stared at my face. “Help, help”
I screamed, but nobody came, well no
humans. I looked over at the door and there
were shadows, shadows of people. You could
see their faces but they were very faint. They

slowly walked towards me; I could see my
friends’ faces on the shadows. As they
approached me I reached for the door but it
was locked, they lent over me. My life flashed
before my eyes, I saw death…
By M Cowley and T Griffiths

The aim of Josie’s Dragonfly Trust is to
brighten up the lives of children and young
people living with cancer and to provide a
moment of happiness when a moment is all
they have. Earlier in the term one of the
leaders of Josie’s Dragon Fly Trust came to
give an assembly about why Josie’s Dragon Fly
Trust was set up, and what the trust is all
about.

Our school felt that they wanted to contribute
and to raise money we held a bake sale on the
1st May 2015. The cake sale was a huge
success. Many people baked and sold cakes
selling at 50p a piece. The total money raised
on this day was an amazing £190!
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The Year 7 Voss trip began on the Saturday
the 28th of February. Surprisingly, the
teachers did get some sleep on the long
journey there. After an early morning wakeup and following breakfast, the group
headed straight to the cable-car for a short
journey up to the top of the mountain. It was
a delight to see the huge amounts of fresh
snow which had fallen on the resort in
preparation for our ski week! Here’s a quote
from our second day skiing “I am really
enjoying skiing and am pushing myself to be
better every day” Jem M.
We did a variety of activities in the evening.
These included: going to the local pool,
having a movie night, visiting a cultural
museum, meeting other children from the
local school and we did a funny talent show
which was won by Callum P, Tom G, Josh D
and Kian C We were also allowed to visit the
town.

After
visiting
the
Bergen Science Museum in Bergen, we
headed home. So for another year!

Jacob H won the Voss diary competition. Jess
and Abbie won “Most Improved" award out
of the girls and Shay and Dylan won the
“Most Improved” award for boys. Edward,
Kieran, Connor and Dylan won the Tidiest
Room award. The Yr7 students did a
Norwegian quiz and Mr Johnson’s flight
group

All
together,
we had
eight days
of skiing
which we
all
thoroughly
enjoyed.
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It is important to learn first aid skills at
our age. You never know when you
might need them. Mr Johnson led a
five week course on the basics of First
Aid as part of the Friday Enrichment
project for KS3.

For 5 weeks a club has been going on
involving lots of fun activities including
bench ball and dodgeball. Also at the
end of these 5 weeks Craig Maccrain
(Paralympian) came in and helped the
people that had been invited to the
club and here are some of the things
they said:
Q What did you like best about the
club?
Chloe: You get to play with your
friends and you get to choose your
games.
Gwynneth: it involved fun games that
were cool to play.

The first things we learned were
about choking and asthma. We
learned what to do when someone
has an asthma attack. This came in
handy when someone in Year 7 had
an asthma attack durung the
sponsored walk. We also learned
about the recovery position among
other things like electric shocks and
poisons. It was a really fun experience
and we enjoyed the games, practicals
and videos.
At the end of the course we all
received a certificate for the different
levels we had achieved. The
certificates were issued by St John’s
Ambulance as part of the Teach the
Difference scheme.

Q: What was your favourite game?
Chloe: Dodgeball by far!
Gwynneth: Every single one especially
Scatter ball.
Q Did you have fun?
Chloe: Yes, every minute of it, it was
so fun.
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2015, another year and time to do
something different.
Corbridge
Middle School has been holding its
second talent show! All years have
been welcome to show off their
talent.
Toni and Bethan in
Year 8 have been
busy
organising
talent shows to help
raise money for the
people who are still
suffering from the
Earthquake in Nepal. Toni explained
that she wanted to take action
because “it was devastating seeing it
on TV”.

glad that I performed well!”
In 2nd place was Lorna C, who played
the piano. The song was called
“Lullaby”. Lorna played with great
confidence. In 3rd place were May F.
and Luke K. who sang “A-Team” by
“Ed Sheeran” and made a great job of
it.
The judges were: Bethan N, Toni W,
Cameron C. and Nathan W. They were
looking for a talent that was unique.
The judges said that choosing a winner
was “a very hard decision.”
The Key Stage 3 Talent Show is
currently underway. We’ll bring you
the results next time!

The competition for KS2 took place on
the 1st June 2015. There were over 30
people who auditioned but only 8
people got through to the last round.
The final was held on the 15th of June.
It included a wide range of acts from
singing to dancing, to playing the
piano.
The winner of the KS2 talent show
was Sophie S, Year 6, who sang “Sad
Song” by “We the Kings”. On winning,
Sophie she said “I was over the moon
and also surprised that I had won. I am
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The Sunshine Fund is a charity organisation
which raises funds to help children with
disabilities in the North East. They are
currently running a campaign called ‘Go
Bananas’. As part of this campaign, they came
in to talk to us at Corbridge Middle School.

money. For example we held a non-uniform
day when everyone had to wear something
yellow and make a donation. Also Mrs Walker
Thomas (Art teacher) has planned for us to
draw badges. The best four will be chosen to
go on sale to raise money.

Fundraising is an important thing to do for this
charity. They can use the money to help the
disabled children. They provide specialised
equipment to children, individuals, registered
organisations, special and mainstream
schools and hospitals to improve the lives of
children with disabilities.

Sunshine costumes

The Chronicle Sunshine Fund was founded in
1928 by King George V. When he came to
Newcastle to open the Tyne Bridge, he
donated £15 to give underprivileged children
a day out to the coast. The Chronicle adopted
the idea of giving to children in the area and
the Chronicle Sunshine Fund was established.
Fundraising- Getting involved
If you’re planning a fundraising event, here
are some ideas to get you started: You can
bake cakes or cookies to raise money, hold a
sponsored walk and or do a sponsored
bungee jump.

In the middle of the row Alfie is wearing the
Go Bananas costume for the Sunshine Fund
which is the symbol of the organisation. You
could also wear a shirt with the phrase ‘Go
Bananas.’ (Especially if you’re running a
marathon for Go Bananas).
If you’re interested in the Sunshine Fund,
contact: Evening Chronicle Sunshine Fund,
Groat Market, Newcastle upon Tyne ,
NE11ED. Tel. phone number is 0191 201
6289.

Selling badges
Corbridge Middle School has been doing
loads of things for the children in need to raise
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Young Artists is a project that has been
running for one year and it involves;
Year 6, Year 7 and Year 8 pupils. It is a
group of pupils who have been

identified as having artistic talent.
Sometimes the art work is put into a
competition which is judged by the
Lions Club Corbridge branch. However,
not every project is put into the
competition. There has been one so
far. This project was judged and the
best piece of art from our school was
put into the national competition. Last
year the theme was “Peace, Love and
Understanding” and a pupil from Year

8 called Harry W. won overall. This
was very prestigious for our school.
Young Artists is a great way for young
people
to
express
themselves
through art.
It is a real
honour to
be of part of
the Young
Artists group
because it is
by invitation
only. Every
time, there
is a different
theme and it
is amazing
how there are so many different ways
the theme has been portrayed by the
different pupils. For example: Anya K.
drew a picture about “Nelson
Mandela”, Caitlin M. drew a picture
about “The Things We Appreciate”
and Sylvie Steel drew a picture about
“Freedom”.
You are able to use
many different types of media. It is
completely up to the pupil to do what
they would like as long as it relates to
the theme. Different people have
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different
ideas; this is
what makes
all of the
work
so
personal and
individual.
Here’s what
some pupils
at CMS have
to say about
the project:
“I like being
able to draw
what
you
want to.” Harry W.
“I really enjoy being a part of
Young Artists because you can
showcase your talent to
everyone else” Charlotte A.
The topic for the Summer term
is all about the “Victorian
Times”. This loosely ties in with
our school production of
“Oliver.” Mrs Walker-Thomas is
the teacher that created Young
Artists! Without Mrs WalkerThomas there wouldn’t be any
Young Artists at all. Thank you
Mrs Walker-Thomas from all the
Young Artists in the school.
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Weight: 73kg
Height: 1.82m
Currently in good form, Manchester united
midfielder Ander Herrera. To date he has
scored 5 goals in 20 premier league
appearances.
Manchester united bought the midfielder in
the summer window for £29 million [which
could buy you 20 Bugatti Veyron’s] from
Spanish team Athletico Bilbao.
Strengths: Herrera has great vision and is
adept at picking out key passes creating 53
chances for teammates in the 2013-14 La Liga
season. He is also a hard worker and loves a
tackle, completing more tackles (74) than any
midfielder in Spain's World Cup squad last
season.
Weaknesses: Herrera has a liking for a hard
tackle, with that he committed 46 fouls and
was booked seven times last season.
Overall: Herrera is a great overall player and
we are expecting a lot more from him in the
future.

2: B

From: Bilbao, Spain

1: C

Age: 25

6: A

United

5: B

Manchester

1 Which country does Mercedes
originate from?
A JAPAN
B FRANCE
C GERMANY
2 Which country does Jaguar
originate from?
A AMERICA
B ENGLAND
C JAPAN
3 Where is the carburettor situated in
a car?
A ENGINE BAY
B TRANSFER BOX
C EXHAUST
4 Which country does Mitsubishi
originate from?
A JAPAN
B CHINA
C GERMANY
5 Which country does Range Rover
originate from?
A GERMANY
B ENGLAND
C AMERICA
6 Which one of the following car
companies does Volkswagen own?
A BUGATTI
B CHEVROLET
C SUBARU

4: A

Ander Herrera

3: A

Answers:
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A new PE kit is to be available from next year!
It is lighter and more flexible. We asked Mr
Blatherwick (Head of PE) for an insight of
what’s to come.

I actually think that it can improve our
standards and make our school even better!
These new uniforms will make us look more
together and like a team.

Q: So, Mr Blatherwick, why are we getting
new PE kits?
We wanted to modernize the PE kit, like
making it more lightweight. The current rugby
tops are quite heavy. I also talked to some
students and they said it would be nice to
have a thinner kit for summer. I want all of the
students to be proud of their PE kits and be
comfortable in what they wear.
Q: Do you think that what we wear in PE
affects our performance?
I think it’s a case of pride in the kits, which can
help you improve. We want everyone to do
better, and look better, by being proud of
what they are wearing.
Q: What will the new kit look like?
The colours are the same as our normal
uniform (maroon, blue and white), but we
have a few extra pieces of clothing, like
jogging bottoms, socks and a fleece jacket,
which we will use on school matches and
competitions.
Q: Do you think the students will like the
new uniform?
I hope so. I consulted the students and they
seemed to really like the new style.
Q: Lastly, do you think the new kit will help
us to maintain the high standards of
Corbridge Middle School?

The uniform is compulsory for the new Year
five pupils joining the school in September.
However if you like the new kits, they are
optional for Years six, seven and eight.
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Football
On the 5th May 2015 our Year 7
football team played a match against
Ovingham but sadly lost 5-0. They
again played a match in 7th May 2015
but this time they played against
Hexham and destroyed them 4-2 while
taking no prisoners!
Girls Rugby
On the 15th of May the Year 7 and 8
girls’ rugby team did exceptionally
well winning the whole competition
without
being
beaten.
Well done to all the players!
Year 7 & 8 Cricket
On 21st May 2015, our mixed cricket
groups came up against 14 different
teams.
Our
second
team
unfortunately got knocked out of the
competition but the first team stayed
all the way and took 3rd place.
Year 5 & 6 cricket
On the 9th June the boys and girls did
exceptionally well in the cricket
tournament. The boys did particularly
well by getting into the final.
Unfortunately they were beaten in the
final. Nevertheless, well done all the
players who took part!
Hard Ball Cricket
On the 1st of June there was a hard

ball cricket match. Everyone played
well losing by only 2 runs. There was
some controversy however, as the
opposition had a county cricketer
which was against the rules. As a
result they were disqualified and the
Corbridge Middle School team got
through.
Volleyball
The Year 8 and Year 7 boys took part
in a volleyball tournament held on the
6th May. They tried really hard but
unfortunately came in 6th place.
Area Athletics
On the 10th of June everyone that
represented Corbridge Middle School
did exceptionally well. Several pupils
qualified to represent Tyneside at
Gateshead Stadium.
Golf
There has also been an introduction to
golf offered to pupils this term. Those
who opted to try it had the
opportunity to watch professionals
play. They were great! The pupils also
played a game of mini golf. In
addition, there was a golf shooter
where you hit the ball as far as you
could. It was really cool as it’s on a
white board so you can shoot at the
white board and it will show you how
far you have hit it.

